CHAPTER I

THE CONTEXTUAL BACKGROUND

The Assembly--Its Prominence in 1 Timothy

The dominant theme of 1 Timothy is the local church--its doctrine, its worship, its organization, its officers, its responsibilities, its discipline, its preservation, its enemies and its conduct. It was written to a young man who was responsible to care for the Ephesian assembly during the Apostle's absence (1 Tim. 1:3). Paul wrote the letter as one having a great concern for the church at Ephesus, for he himself had spent years laboring on behalf of this flock (Acts 20:26-31). And therefore, as Paul wrote to his beloved child in the faith, he desired only God's very best for Timothy and for the local assembly at Ephesus.

The Assembly--Its Godly Conduct

Paul's purpose in writing this letter is stated clearly in 1 Timothy 3:14-15:

These things write I unto thee, hoping to come unto thee shortly; but if I tarry long, that thou mayest know how thou oughtest to behave thyself in the house of God, which is the church of the living God, the pillar and ground of the truth.

These instructions for proper conduct in the church are directed not to Timothy alone but to all the members of
the local church. The impersonal verb ἔγειρε is used with the infinitive ἀναστάτεψθαι which means to "act, behave, conduct oneself or live." Thus the expression may be rendered, "in order that you might know how it is necessary for men to conduct themselves in the house of God." The Apostle's concern was for godly conduct in the assembly.

The Assembly--Its Greatness

Its Greatness As The House Of God

The Ephesian assembly is described in 1 Timothy 3:15 as "the house of God." By implication, Paul used the same expression in 1 Timothy 3:5: "For if a man know not how to rule his own house, how shall he take care of the church of God?" The comparison is between the overseer's house and God's house, which is the church. The expression ἐκκλησίας Θεοῦ in 1 Timothy 3:5 can only refer to the local church because elders are not responsible to rule over the universal church! Therefore it would be most reasonable to see the phrase

---


In 1 Timothy 3:15 as also being a reference to the local assembly. Men ought to know how to conduct themselves, not in the universal church, but in the local Ephesian assembly to which Paul was writing.

It is also clear that ἐκκλησία θεοῦ is not a reference to any church building, because church buildings as such were never used in the days of the early church. To say that the church is God's house simply means that it is the special dwelling place of God. The Most High God dwells in His assembly. It is the "habitation of God through the Spirit" (Eph. 2:22). Believers are the house of God because God dwells in them. In his letter to the Corinthian assembly Paul wrote, "Know ye not that ye are the temple of God, and that the Spirit of God dwelleth in you?" (1 Cor. 3:16). The truth that thrilled Paul's heart as he wrote to the Colossians was that Christ indwelt the assembly: "Christ in you, the hope of glory" (Col. 1:27). Such a unique relationship was predicted by the Lord Jesus: "At that day ye shall know that I am in my Father, and ye in me, and I in you" (Jn. 14:20; cf. Jn. 17:23). This glorious truth ought to be a great incentive for godly living, because according to Psalm 93:5, the leading characteristic of God's house must be holiness:

"holiness becometh thine house, O LORD, for ever." The indwelling presence of the living God is a forceful reminder of the awesome greatness of the church!

Its Greatness As The Church Of The Living God

The grandeur of the local church is further indicated in 1 Timothy 3:16 by its description as "the church of the living God." The Ephesian assembly was a body of believers, a living organism pulsating with the very life of God. The church is composed of "living stones" (1 Pet. 2:5) and indwelt by the living God.

Also located in the city of Ephesus was the "church of the dead god," the great Ephesian temple of Diana, one of the seven wonders of the ancient world. The personal working of the living God in the midst of the Ephesian assembly formed a strong contrast to that "well-known graven image of the Diana of Ephesus, throned in that fair temple which glittered in its white and lifeless beauty over the roofs of the city where Timothy's charge lay." In honor to their shrine of the lifeless god, the pagan Ephesians cried out, "Great is Diana of the Ephesians" (Acts 19:28,34). After describing the greatness of the assembly of the living God, Paul echoes another cry, "Great is the mystery of godliness" (1 Tim. 3:16).

---

Its Greatness As The Pillar And Ground Of The Truth

The final description of the local assembly, as recorded in 1 Timothy 3:15, is remarkable indeed. The church is "the pillar and ground of the truth." Paul first pictures the church as a great assembly with the living God dwelling in its midst; and then the same church is painted as a massive pillar, holding up and displaying before men and angels the truth. 7

Some commentators, such as John Peter Lange, have objected to such a lofty description of the church. 8 In order to solve this alleged problem they have elected to punctuate verses 15 and 16 as follows:

A pillar and ground of the truth, and confessedly great is the mystery of godliness.

They thus place the phrase, "a pillar and ground of the truth," in apposition not to "the church" but to "the mystery of godliness." Such a construction is artificial, forced and cumbersome, and as Rowland states, it has been proposed due to the bias of the Protestant interpreter:

This is unnatural, abrupt, and unfair, and has been resorted to chiefly by Protestant commentators because they object to the statement that the church is the foundation of truth. 9

7Ibid.
To avoid the alleged embarrassment of taking the text as it would most normally read, they adopt a construction that is singular and hard. It is true that the Roman Catholic Church has claimed to be the sole depository of the truth, but Paul exposes this false religious system in the following chapter by declaring that those who forbid marriage and abstain from meats are really propagating doctrines of demons (1 Tim. 4:1-5). There is no way to detract from the import of Paul's statement in 1 Timothy 3:15. The church is the pillar and ground of the truth.

The word στήλη means "pillar, column." It occurs elsewhere in Galatians 2:9 and Revelation 3:12; 10:1. The function of a pillar is to support, to hold up and to display. The church is thus to support, uphold and display the truth of God. Hundreds of στήλες were visible to the Ephesian believers as they would pass by the great temple:

The temple of Diana, at Ephesus, was adorned with more than a hundred columns of stupendous size. They were mostly of Parian marble, and were either furnished by the various cities of Asia as offerings to the goddess, or were contributed by wealthy men and princes. These pillars are said to have been immense monoliths: single stones of sixty feet in height.

The precise meaning of the term ἐστήλεμι is

10 Arndt and Gingrich, p. 779.
more difficult to determine. Etymologically the word is derived from ἐσοπός, "a sitting-place, a seat, abode, dwelling place, a foundation, base," and from ἐσπαία, "a sitting-place, a seat, a chair, stool, bench." 12 The term ἐσπαία was also used to designate the back of a horse on which a rider would sit. 13 This may suggest that ἐσπαίωμα would refer to the ground or foundation upon which the pillar sits or rests.

The kindred adjective ἐσπαίωμα is found three places in the New Testament (1 Cor. 7:37; 15:58; Col. 1:23) and is usually rendered "steadfast." In secular Greek this adjective meant "seated, settled" and then it came to denote what is as fixed as a cube (κύβος)—thus, "steadfast, immovable." 14

The exact meaning of ἐσπαίωμα is difficult to discern because there are no examples of its usage in secular Greek writings and it occurs only once in the New Testament in the passage under consideration. Since usage


13 Ibid., p. 424.

determines meaning, this word poses an exegetical problem. Some writers suggest the word means "bulwark, stay, support, prop, mainstay." If this meaning is correct, then the term is hardly distinguished from $\sigma\tau\omicron\alpha\omicron\varsigma$. Both would represent supporting structures:

By giving to $\varepsilon\sigma\rho\alpha\iota\omega\mu\alpha$ the sense of stay or prop, the use of the two words for the same general idea is readily explained. The church is the pillar of truth, and the function of the pillar is to support. Others prefer the meaning of "basis, foundation" which concurs with the rendering of "ground" in the Authorized Version. This latter meaning would make $\varepsilon\sigma\rho\alpha\iota\omega\mu\alpha$ the base by which all is upheld, and on which the entire building rests.

Until more lexicographic light is shed on this noun, it may be well to adhere to the meaning of "foundation" or "base." In Paul's second letter to Timothy, he described God's elect as the solid foundation ($\theta\epsilon\mu\omicron\epsilon\lambda\iota\omicron\varsigma$) of God.

---


Not only is the church the pillar of truth, but it is the base and foundation of the truth as well.

As a pillar supports the roof structure, so the real foundation supports the pillar:

As the pillar supports the roof, even better (note the climax!) as the foundation supports the entire superstructure, so the church supports the glorious truth. 19

If this interpretation is correct, then the στός is the intermediate support and the ἑσπαίωμα is the final support of the building. 20 The verse could be thus paraphrased as follows: "The living God's church is the pillar, yea more, even the foundation of the truth." 21 The church is one massive foundation-pillar, supporting and displaying God's truth. Illustration of this fact could again be found in the city temple of Diana:

The pillars were set upon a basement which was elevated ten steps above the surrounding area. Diana had her pillar and her basement, but she had no pillar or basement of truth, hers was all imposture throughout. 22

The local church is in the midst of a crooked and perverse world to hold forth the Word of life by manifesting

---

19 Hendriksen, p. 136.


22 Exell, p. 141.
the truth in practice and in message. "Each local church has in its power to support and strengthen the truth by its witness to the faith and by the lives of its members." 23 Today God is manifesting His truth by means of His church! This does not mean that the truth of God or the authority of the Scriptures depends upon the church, as the papists would like to believe. Alfred Plummer has correctly discerned the meaning of the passage:

Truth in itself is self-evident and self-sustained; it needs no external support or foundation. But truth as it is manifested to the world needs the best support and the firmest basis that can be found for it. And it is the duty and privilege of the Church to supply these. 24

How great is the responsibility of the church to uphold the whole counsel of God! This is especially true in view of the great apostasy predicted by Paul in the following chapter (1 Tim. 4:1). In the latter times some shall apostatize from the faith, paying attention to deceitful spirits and doctrines of demons. Carlton Helgerson clearly describes the danger facing the church at this present hour:

The same Devil who hates God's truth will surely try to destroy the pillar and the base. He always attacks the local assembly, its pastor, its elders and its constituents. He hopes to weaken or destroy the torch bearer. The light of Divine Truth, proclaimed and exemplified, in any given area is the local church. It cannot fulfill its purpose

23Lock, p. 44.

if disorganized or lacking in dogmatic doctrine. The more determined the local assembly's leaders are to adhere closely to this revealed truth, the more vehement will be the Enemy's determination to destroy that pillar. He may work subtly from within or launch an attack from without, but he will never cease to try to bring about disruption, confusion, mismanagement, or corruption of doctrine. 25

The local church is to uphold and display the truth of the Word of God before a lost and dying world. As the pillar and the base of God's truth, how great a responsibility is upon the assembly of the living God!

25 Helgerson, p. 20
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